Jake just can't seem to score a goal for his soccer team no matter how hard he tries. When he finds his dad's old soccer ball in the garage, Jake learned lessons that affect his entire future, it was in the magic soccer ball! This delightful story connecting three generations threaded by the passion for soccer. Other valuable lessons are learned. Wonderful book. Magic: Divided Kingdoms Chronicles of Teddy Chronicles of the Witches and Warlocks CHRONO TRIGGER ChronoClock Chronology Chronos: Before the Ashes Chronostorm: Siberian Border CHUCHEL Chuck's Challenge 3D 2020 Chunky Orbits Chupa Chups VR ChusotsusuÁ Downpour Downward Dr. Bulbaceous Dr. Langeskov, The Tiger, and The Terribly Cursed Emerald: A Whirlwind Heist Dr. Spacezoo Draconian Wars Dracula's Legacy Dragomon Hunter Dragon Age II Dragon Age: Origins Dragon Age Inquisition DRAGON BALL FighterZ DRAGON BALL XENOVERSE DRAGON BALL Z: KAKAROT Dragon Blood Dragon Climax Dragon Essence - Color My World - Dragon Fantasy: The Black Tome of Ice Dragon Fantasy Jul 22, 2020 - Explore The Book Farm, Inc.'s board "Pirates", followed by 10762 people on Pinterest. See more ideas about pirates, nonfiction books, guided reading levels. Á Jake and the Never Land Pirates: After A While, Crocodile (14). Jake and the Never Land Pirates: After A While, Crocodile (14). Pirate Code Pirate History Stink Bomb. Guided Reading Levels. Bob, the baby bobcat that swallowed a magic soccer ball, is very cute and is definitely a hit with the kids. Even a kid with a short attention span can be persuaded to sit through the reading and be rewarded with practicing the illustrated soccer skills guide at the end of the book. All in all, The HappyFeet Kids Load the Train is thoughtful, endearing and cleverly instructive. The dedication and effort for The HappyFeet Kids book series and the HappyFeet programs amaze me.